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It is becoming clear that there are many variables which enter into whether or not

leadership roles become differentiated, and that the relationships between th,.:15,

variables ar. complex. The present paper briefly outlines some of the factors

w%ich influence the differentiation, such that it may or may not occur, and that

it may or may not occur along lines of sexual identity, Three general categorier,
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:.laking up the family; the effect cf differences in family composition and member-
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Adaptation and Integration in the Nuclear Family:
Some thoughts on the current status of the theory

Michael O'Neill
University of Utah

In the years since Bales (1951) and Parsons and Bales (1955) presented their

theory of the differentiation of leadership roles in small groups into adaptive

and integrative functions, arguments and data have been presented in support and

in disagreement. What has become clear is that such differentiation is not as

absolute and as ultimate as its authors first suggested, but that it is influenced

by a plethora of general and specific interacting variables. Particularly in

the nuclear family, empirical work has suggested that leadership functions are

not cleanly divided between instrumental and expressive types, and not simply

allocated at all times and in all situations according to the sex of the parent.

At the heart of the Parsons and Bales theoretical structure are the two

systems problems imposed on all groups: (1) the requirement that social groups

adapt to externally imposed tasks, deal with the objective environments of

which they ore a part, and at the same time (2) maintain the social relationships

oi the group members, keeping the group a group, dealing with the integrative

needs of the members. Because of conflicting behavioral demands of these two

'weds, the theory postulates that different group members emerge to lead the

group in the performance of the two functions: the task or instrumental

specialist facilitates the group's adaptation tu its external environment, while

the social- emotional or expressive specialist is most active in maintaining the

Integra ion of the members into the group.

Boles' initial postulation of this differentiation (1951) resulted from his

work with small decIsion - making groups, than Parsons and Bales (1955) applied

the concept to the nuclear family, adding the qualification that, not only does
.
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the differentiation occur in the nuclear family, but that leadership roles in

the family are allocated according to sex, with the father taking the instru-

mental role and the mother the expressive role. This sex-linked role allocation

is an integral part of a brcader scheme of the socialization process, and is

thus a vital part of the entire theoretical structure proposed by Parsons.

Empirical support for these notions has been less than conclusive, and

seemingly always qualified by special conditions. The result has been disaffection

with the theory (see, for example, Slater, 1961) and criticisms that it has been

relied upon too heavily as an explanatory force with too little supportive data

(Rossi, 1968). Thus, workers appear to have gone from initial enthusiasm and

acceptance of the theory as an answer to the problems of all groups (as Rossi,

1968, says, "applied in an indiscriminate way to all manner of social phenomena")

to a position of disfavor and near rejection. That this progression is not

unknown in psychological science (c.f. Schofield, 1964, with reference to

theories of psychotherapy, and Megargee, 1966, with reference to the use of

psychological tests, especially the Rorschach) suggests that what is to follow

now is a realistic acceptance of the strengths and weaknesses of the theory of

role differentiation, with an unfettered evaluation of when it is and is not

applicable. There is accumulating empirical evidence to suggest the nature of

the conditions which Influence such differentiation, as well as to indicate

further empirical questions which need evaluation yet.

At 1.his point there is evidence to suggest that the nature and extent of

leadership rule differentiation in the nuclear family arc Influenced by three

broad categories of variables: individual differences in the people making up

the family, differences In family composition and membership, and variations

in situation, context and manner of assessment of families.

3
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Individual Differences in the People Making Up the Family

One broad class of factors influencing role differentiation includes

individual differences in the family members: the category "father" includes

a wide range of personal and personality styles, with infinite variety of

reinforcement histories and cognitive styles; so, too, with mothers, and with

children. Especially in view of the number of combinations and interactions

possible among these different "types" of people, it seems unlikely that any

simple linear predictions vis a vis leadership w.11 hold true.

Consider, for example, the early work of Slater (1955) with role

differentiation, where individual differences in tendency to specialize are

reported: In small experimental groups, subjects who showed the greatest

tendency toward role specialization also tended to report that their own

parents had achieved scme instrumental-expressive differentiation in the home.

Beyond this, a body of evidence is accumulating suggesting that men and

women differ in their propensity to task-versus relationship-orientation.

Fiedler (1965), in work with the Least Preferred Co-worker scale, reports

reliable individual differences with predictive usefulness, as does Bass (1961)

with the Personal Orientation Inventory.

In brief, there are suggestions of personality variables which influence

the degree to which differentiation will occur, and the directions along which

!,t will occur if it does. This is an area of immense importance and potential

for empirical research. Relationships must be specified between differentiation

behavior and such factors as internal-external locus of control, authoritatianism,

cognitive style and intelligence, anxiety and perhaps even various clinical

syndromes.



Personality variables are not the only type of individual differences that

can be found in the members of different families. Bronfenbrenner and his

associates (e.g., 1961) report consistent differences in reported parental

behavior as a function of the father's educational level, related as well to

socioeconomic status of the family. From work with the Parental ,"ictivity

Inventory, Bronfenbrenner has found that as one ascends the educational adder,

less differentiation is found: educated fathers are more likely to assume

integrative as well as adaptive functions. Bott's (1960) findings substantiate

this relationship.

Related as well, in some complex fashion, are the occupational roles

of the fathers (Slater, 1961), which influence directly the amount of time

available inthe family, and the compatibility of the behavior demanded by the

job and in the home (Rossi, 1968).

In general, then, there are many ways a father in one family may differ

from a father in another family, and at least some of these have been demonstrated

to Influence leadership role differentiation. The precise nature and extent of

influence Is yet to be determined, but it is an empirical question.

Differences in Family Comoositlon and Membership

It is a mistake to assume that all families, regardless of their characteristics,

are equivalent with regard to the differentiation process. There are differences

between families which influence the degree to which leadership functions will be

performed by two separate family membersa'and which parent will perform which

role if the differentiation does occur. In the first place, an important considera-

tion is the slZe of the family. As Cartwright and Zander (1960) suggest,

differentiation is much more likely to occur !ri large organizations, where the

demands for integration become so great that the,: cannot reasonably be expected



to be performed by the same person who is attempting to coordinate the physical

resources of the group, which have likewise become greater. With particular

reference to the family, Levinger (1964) failed to find significant differentia-

tion when dealing with marital dyads; on the contrary, with only two people

there was a sharing of the leadership roles.

In a related vein, Leik (1963) reported a negative relationship between

intimacy and role specialization: in closer-knit and more intimate groupi,

there was a decided tendency to share integrative and adaptive functions. To

the extent that family size is related to the intimacy of the relationships,

particularly in a face-to-face situation, this negative correlation will apply

to small versus large families.

The sex of the children has a significant effect on the directions that

role differentiation occurs in the family, according to the work of Bronfen-

brenner (1962). In a reliable fashion, fathers have been found to be more

task-oriented toward sons and social-emotional toward daughters, while the

opposite holds true for mothers, who are task-oriented to their daughters

and social-emotional toward sons. it remains an empirical question to evaluate

the direction of specialization in families with all dapghters, compared to

those with all sons, but it seems not unlikely that patterns will be found

to be different in c significant way. The extent tc which variations on this

theme influence other research is yet undetermined.

Families differ as well in the degree to which they are a part of larger

systems, and the extent to which they rely on external social groups, including

the larger family, the schools, churches and social groups, to help them

structure their worlds and raise their children. Bott (1960) for example,

distinguishes between "loose-knit networks" in which ftlends, neighbors and
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relatives of the family tend not to know each other, and "close-knit networks"

in which the people known by a family tend more often to interact also with

cne another.

In close-knit networks, Batt reported a tendency for rigid division of

labor to occur, with little stress on the value of shared interests and

responsibilities. 'iith other systems so readily available, fathers, for

example, apparently feel little need to help their wives in many of the

responsibilities they must assume, and likewise the wives share few of the

husbands! duties.

By contrast, families in loose-knit networks, that is, loosely organized

or ill-defined systems, there was a less rigid division of labor, with a greater

emphasis upon shared duties and responsibilities. In other words, with no

outside people to help out, husbands and wives show a greater propensity toward

helping each other, and subsequently their leadership roles are much less

sharply defined.

In summary, a variety of factors make for differences between families

that influence the differentiation of leadership roles, and any meaningful and

accurate predictions about family behavior will necessarily have to take these

into account. Again, many empirical questions remain regarding the precise

nature and impact of these veriables.

Situational and Contextual Variations

The categories of variables that love been discussed to this point provide

some overview of some broad-based factors which exert long-standing, stable

influences. At the some time, there appear to be factors which effect briefer,

sometimes even momentary and certainly less stable changes in family leadership

differentiation axler and Mishier, 190).
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The findings of O'Rourke (1963) for example suggest that in an artificial

laboratory setting, role differentiation is more likely to occur along

traditional sex-lines than in a natural home situation. In the laboratory,

fathers were observed to take the instrumental role, mothers the expressive.

In the home, fathers drop in instrumentality and mothers Increase; mothers

drop in expressiveness and fathers increase.

Related to this finding is the study by Leik (1963), mentioned above,

reporting a negative relationship between intimacy and familiarity cn the

one hand, and role differentiation on the other. In more intimate and/or

familiar situations, with closer people, the stereotyped and socially-
,

acceptable leadership behaviors appear to not be performed so rigidly and

predictably: role differentiation i5 less common.

Then there is the entire category of family behavior as a function of

specific task characteristics and demands, an area which is only now starting

to become an area of interest (e.g., O'Neill and Alexander, 1970). At a pure

content level, there are some tasks which could more easily be defined by

cultural stereotypes as distinctly "male" or "female" tasks, and it seems not

unlikely that presenting a family with a variety rf such tasks would elicit

substantially different patterns of leadership, In fact, a beginning effort

was made In this area by Aarch (1954), using political discussions. In

different topic areas, husbands and wives dominance patterns did differ in a

significant fashion.

The releveirce of task factors has been much more closely evaluated by

investigators of small laboratory and decision-making groups than by investi-

gators of the human family. The extent of generalizability of findings awaits

empirical validation, but It seems reasonable to suggest some correspondence

AP
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between the populations. Shaw (1963) has catniegued several dimensicns of

task characteristics relevant to small group activity, and Fiedler (1S65)

has demonstrated the differential impact of these jimensit;ns on leadership

behavior. Included among these dimensions arc task difficulty, structure,

interest and intellectual demands.

Moreover, the extent to which the task is a-ceped as a major goal

of the group members appears to influence the dr.,(ree and nature of role

differentiatha . Burke (ISM and Turk (1561) bo% report findings which

suggest that there is a negative relations!. 6: weel task acceptance and

role differentiation: the more the task is ace :d a goat by all

members of the group, the less the need for a s ar,it expressi.Je leader.

This is, of course, compatible with studies c.,1 tl-,e morale of industrial

groups, considering morale as the extent to whi,:h the members of the group

consider the group goal to be consistent with their cNri personal goals

(Stegner, 1950).

As before, a good deal of empirical work is rerded to establish the

exact extent of influence of these variables, as well as their interaction

effects, with each other and with the other categorie!. discussed.

The empirical work done to date suggests the complexity of the

variables involved but does not invalidate the concepts of the role

differentiation theory. As In other areas of science, more questions have

been generated about the family and its leadership behavior than have been

answered by this theory, but it could be argued that this is an important

function of any gOod theory'in psychology.
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